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Abstract
A vertex-centred finite volume method (FVM) for the Cahn-Hilliard
(CH) and recently proposed [1, 2] Cahn-Hilliard-reaction (CHR) equations
is presented. Information at control volume faces is computed using a
high-order least-squares approach based on Taylor series approximations.
This least-squares problem explicitly includes the variational boundary
condition (VBC) that ensures that the discrete equations satisfy all of the
boundary conditions. We use this approach to solve the CH and CHR
equations in one and two dimensions and show that our scheme satisfies
the VBC to at least second order. For the CH equation we show evidence
of conservative, gradient stable solutions, however for the CHR equation,
strict gradient-stability is more challenging to achieve.
1 Introduction
The Cahn-Hilliard (CH) equation was first proposed to model the quenching of
binary alloys [3], but has found uses modelling many types of phase separation
behaviour. Numerically, the CH equation is difficult to solve accurately, espe-
cially in two or three dimensions; it is very stiff and possesses multiple time
and space scales. Our interest in CH problems is motivated by semi-conductor
intercalation processes, such as those that occur in LiFePO4 batteries and other
electrochemically active porous media. LiFePO4 is a promising battery mate-
rial [4] that undergoes phase-separation during charge and discharge to form
highly and lowly lithiated phases [4, 5]. Recently, Singh et al. [1] used the
CH equation to model phase separation in this material. Previously, a Stefan
problem [6] (which produces isotropic “shrinking-core” behaviour on a spherical
domain) has been used to model this phenomenon [7, 8]. However, such a mech-
anism does not reflect the experimentally observed anistropy of Li+ diffusion in
LiFePO4 [9] and it is this acute anistropy that motivates the CH approach of
Singh et al. [1].
Traditionally, a no-flux boundary condition (BC) is applied to the CH equa-
tion. Singh et al. [1] however, used an anisotropic, two-dimensional CH equa-
tion coupled with a flux BC derived from electrochemical relations to simulate
the intercalation of Li+ into FePO4 material. The authors then depth-average
their CHR initial boundary value problem (IBVP) over the spatial coordinate
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corresponding to the direction of rapid diffusion in LiFePO4 , to obtain a one-
dimensional IBVP. This one-dimensional IBVP is second-order (compared with
the original fourth-order two-dimensional CHR IBVP) and is more amenable to
examination using analytic and numerical methods. Burch [2] extends this work
(and examines the assumptions necessary to depth-average in more detail) and
shows that the introduction of Cahn-Hilliard dynamics coupled with a reaction
term appears to explain recent results from the experimental literature, includ-
ing the observed reduction of the miscibility gap between phases with decreasing
crystal size [10, 11]. Burch [2] also presents a numerical method for solving the
full one and two-dimensional CHR IBVPs, though we note that there are errors
in their numerical approach that we examine below.
A variety of different numerical techniques have been employed to solve
the CH equation, including finite element [12, 13], finite difference [14, 15],
spectral [16], boundary integral [17], level set [18], discontinuous Galerkin [19]
and multigrid methods [20]. To our knowledge, only Cueto-Felgueroso and
Peraire [21] and Burch [2] have investigated the use of the finite volume method
(FVM) [22] for solving the CH and CHR equations, respectively. Equations
discretised with the FVM obey conservation laws, which make the method well
suited to solving CH equations, though including BCs for higher-order PDEs
can be difficult.
Cueto-Felgueroso and Peraire [21] use a “dual continuous/discontinuous”
moving-least-squares (MLS) approach to estimate information at quadrature
points on an unstructured (cell-centred) grid. The MLS method comprises a
set of basis functions that are fit (in the least-squares sense) locally using a
series of neighbouring node points. These locally fit approximations are then
smoothed together to form a globally continuous solution (that includes BCs by
using “ghost-nodes” [23]). This global solution is evaluated to obtain flux terms
on control volume (CV) faces, though only for elliptic/parabolic terms. For
hyperbolic terms, the global solution provides derivative estimates directly at
node points, and these are then used to build a separate approximation (based
on Taylor series) over a single control volume. It is in this sense that the solution
technique is continuous/discontinuous, as the Taylor series used over a single CV
will not necessarily be continuous with its neighbours. This is a sophisticated
approach that was originally used to tackle shallow water problems [24].
Burch [2] adopts a simpler approach and constructs difference equations
to represent the derivatives required at CV mid-points on a (cell-centred) grid.
This approach is simple to perform on a linear, orthogonal grid in one dimension,
but becomes significantly more difficult in higher dimensions on unstructured
grids. Importantly though, the difference equations used near boundaries in-
clude the variational boundary condition (VBC). This ensures that all the BCs
are included in the discretised fourth-order problem, though again we note that
outcomes from this scheme are not presented.
In this work, we present a method for the numerical solution of the CH and
CHR problems that incorporates the VBC into a local least-squares approxima-
tion based on Taylor series to use with the (vertex-centred) FVM. This simple
approach is flexible enough to compute derivatives on an unstructured grid with-
out the need to build a global solution that includes BCs. We then solve the CH
and CHR equations in both one and two dimensions applied to Li+ intercalation
in LiFePO4 as a relevant case study, and investigate the role that including the
VBC in the least-squares problem has on the numerical solution.
2
2 Model equations
2.1 Cahn-Hilliard equation
We adopt the notation of Burch [2] and assume that the free energy in our
system is given by the CH functional [3] G[c(x, t)] (J), where c(x, t) ∈ [0, 1]
is the nondimensional concentration of Li+ in a LiFePO4 crystal, with spatial
coordinates x (m), through time t (s). This concentration has been nondimen-
sionalised by ρ (m−3), the constant site density (number of molecules per unit
volume in the lattice) of Li+ in a single crystal. For a more detailed derivation of
the following model equations, please see [2, 3]. On an ND-dimensioned domain
Ω with boundary Γ the free energy in a CH model can be written as
G(t) ≡ G[c(x, t)] =
∫
Ω
[
ghom +
1
2
(∇c)TK(∇c)
]
ρdΩ, (1)
where ghom (J) is the free energy per molecule of a homogeneous system at a
uniform concentration and K (J m2) is a gradient penalty tensor which we have
assumed is symmetric positive definite, isotropic and constant. We assume ghom
obeys a regular solution model [2, 3, 25] and is written as
ghom(c) = Ωmc(1− c) + kBT (c log(c) + (1− c) log(1− c)) , (2)
where kB (J K
−1) is Boltzmann’s constant, T (K) is the temperature and Ωm
(J) is the enthalpy of mixing per site. The chemical potential µ (J) per molecule
of Li+ in the crystal is given by the variational derivative of (1) [26]
µ =
∂ghom
∂c
−∇ · (K∇c), (3)
which, given the form of (2), can be written as
µ = Ωm(1− 2c) + kBT log
(
c
1− c
)
−∇ · (K∇c). (4)
The mass flux j (m−2 s−1) per molecule is proportional to a gradient in chemical
potential, namely
j = ρcM∇µ, (5)
where M (m2 J−1 s−1) is a mobility tensor. Finally, as mass is conserved in
this system, the Cahn-Hilliard equation is given by
∂c
∂t
+
1
ρ
∇ · j = 0, x ∈ Ω. (6)
The CH equation (6) can also be rewritten directly in terms of the concentration
c(x, t) and using the Einstein relation to write the mobility as M = D/(kBT ),
where D (m2 s−1) is a diffusion tensor, we have
∂c
∂t
+∇ ·
(
D
{[
2Ω˜mc− 1
1− c
]
∇c+ c∇[∇ · (K˜∇c)]
})
= 0, (7)
where the tilde notation represents a scaling by kBT (i.e., Ω˜m = Ωm/kBT ,
K˜ = K/kBT ). The solution to (7) is the concentration distribution of Li
+ that
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minimises the free-energy functional (1) at any time. The initial concentration
of Li+ in a crystal is given by some function f(x), such that
c(x, 0) = f(x), at t = 0, (8)
and the boundary conditions for the problem are [2]
nˆ · (K˜∇c) = 0, on Γ (9)
nˆ · (∇(∇ · (K˜∇c))) = 0, on Γ (10)
where nˆ is an outward facing unit normal on Γ. We note that (7) together with
(8) to (10) represent the Cahn-Hilliard initial boundary value problem, which
we shall refer to as the CH IBVP throughout this work.
Equation (9) is often known as the variational boundary condition (VBC),
and Burch [2] emphasises that this condition must be satisfied for (3) to be valid.
Together, the boundary conditions (9) and (10) imply the no-flux condition
nˆ · j = 0 on Γ. This, along with the form of (6) enforces conservation of mass
on the system, or
dM
dt
=
1
Ω
d
dt
(∫
Ω
c(x, t) dΩ
)
= 0, (11)
where M(t) is the dimensionless mass fraction (or average concentration) of
Li+ in the system at time t. In addition, the total free energy of the system
must decrease through time [27] and hence
dG˜
dt
=
∫
Ω
µ˜
∂c
∂t
ρdΩ < 0. (12)
Equations (11) and (12) represent physical conditions that should be satisfied
by any solution of the CH equation; a numerical scheme that satisfies (12) is
known as gradient stable [15, 27].
2.2 Cahn-Hilliard-reaction equation
Singh et al. [1] modify the traditional CH system described in Section 2.1 by
including a reaction condition on the boundary. The VBC (9), however, must
still be applied, giving the boundary conditions for the CHR problem to be
nˆ · (K˜∇c) = 0, on Γ
nˆ · j = ρsR(c), on Γ (13)
where ρs (m
−2) is the surface site density and R(c) (s−1) is a reaction term that
determines the number of molecules of Li+ which intercalate into the crystal.
Equations (7) to (9) and (13) represent the IBVP that we shall refer to as the
CHR IBVP throughout this work. The reaction term R(c) is a Butler-Volmer
expression [28], defined in terms of the chemical potential (3) at the surface of
the crystal. Burch and Bazant [10] write the general form of this equation as
R(c) = Rins [1− exp (µ˜(c)− µ˜e)] , (14)
where µ˜e is the nondimensional chemical potential of the electrolyte surrounding
the crystal and Rins (s
−1) is the rate for the insertion reaction. For our numerical
tests, we keep the general form of (14), but we note that if the CHR IBVP were
used in a traditional battery model, (14) could be rewritten to explicitly contain
an external overpotential and electrolyte concentration.
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3 Finite volume discretisation
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Figure 1: Example unstructured grid near a boundary in 2D. CVs (vertex-
centered) are bordered with a dashed line and have node points defined at their
centre. Node x5 is the only node not lying directly on a boundary. xq1,1 and
xq1,2 are quadrature points on the face E2,1 and xq2,1 is a quadrature point on
face E2,2, that also lies on a boundary.
The finite volume method [22] (FVM) discretises the integral form of a con-
servation law over a set V of non-overlapping control volumes (CVs, see Fig. 1);
the resulting discrete equations satisfy the original conservation laws exactly.
On the ith CV in V, Vi, we define the set of j faces (edges) that border the CV
as E , with individual elements in E written as Eij . The centroid node point in
Vi is denoted as as xi and the set of quadrature points on the jth element of E
as Xq, with individual quadrature points written as xqjk. As an example, if we
define i = 2 for the shaded control volume in Fig. 1, with borders that include
the edges E2,1 and E2,2, x2 is the centroid node point. Fig. 1 also shows two
quadrature point xq1,1 and xq1,2, defined on the edge E2,1.
We note that (7) is defined in conservative form, so we can integrate over
the ith (vertex-centered) CV, Vi, and apply the divergence theorem to obtain
d
dt
∫
ΩVi
cdΩVi = −
∮
ΓVi
(j · nˆ) dΓVi ,
where nˆ is an outward facing normal on ΓVi . We then define an average con-
centration over the ith CV as
c¯i =
1
ΩVi
∫
ΩVi
cdΩVi ,
and recover the exact form
dc¯i
dt
=
−1
ΩVi
∮
ΓVi
(j · nˆ) dΓVi . (15)
We can then discretise the line integral in (15) to obtain
dc¯i
dt
≈ −1
ΩVi
∑
j∈E
∑
k∈Xq
(j · nˆ)k wk, (16)
where wk are quadrature weightings at the kth quadrature point in Xq on the
jth edge in E . We choose to approximate c¯i with the value at the ith CV
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centroid, which we designate as ci. This then leaves us to approximate j · nˆ at
each of the quadrature points on any given CV face. We use the least-squares
technique described in the next section to accomplish this.
4 Least Squares
Since j is a function of c and its derivatives (see (4) & (5)), then in order to
implement the FVM as described in Section 3 we require the value of c and its
derivatives at quadrature points on CV faces. For a general unstructured grid,
this can be quite challenging. Pasdunkorale and Turner [29] use a least-squares
approach to estimate first derivatives in order to solve a highly anisotropic
diffusion problem on an irregular grid. We adopt this basic approach here and
a brief overview is given below (see also [30, 31]).
For any node point xi, we can write a truncated pth order Taylor expansion
of the function f , centred about any quadrature point xqjk as
f(xqjk + hk) ≈
p∑
d=0
1
d!
(hk · ∇)df(xqjk), (17)
where hk = xi − xqjk. The number of unknown components in (17) we require
at xqjk (f and its derivatives) is given by
m(p) =
p∑
d=0
(
ND + d− 1
d
)
,
=
(ND + p)!
ND!p!
. (18)
For any given quadrature point, we can apply (17) to a spread of r nearby
node points, contained in the set Xs, whose ith element we refer to as xsi. We
then form an over-determined linear system (r > m(p)) for f(xqjk) and its
derivatives, namely
WHg = Wf . (19)
where H ∈ Rr×m(p),g ∈ Rm(p)×1 and f ∈ Rr×1. The matrix W ∈ Rr×r =
diag(w1, w2, . . . wr), weights nodes closest to the quadrature point, where typi-
cally wr = ||hk||−γ with γ ∈ {1, 2}. (Belward et al. [30] note that this weighting
does not change the solution, but it improves the numerical conditioning of the
system). The least-squares solution of (19),
Sgˆ = min
g∈Rm(p)
||W˜H˜g − W˜f ||2, (20)
then gives us our approximations at xqjk. In Eq. (20) we introduced H˜ = HS,
which is equivalent to H where hk is scaled by the maximum distance between
xqjk and any of the node points used to build H, or h˜k = hk/||hmax||, where
hmax = max ||hk||. We also use the scaled h˜k to build W˜. The matrix S ∈
Rm(p)×m(p) = diag(1, ||hmax||−1, . . . ||hmax||−2, . . . ) is applied after calculating
the least-squares solution to improve the conditioning of the system, as opposed
to solving W˜H˜S−1g = W˜f directly. For the CH equation, we require estimates
of up to third derivatives (i.e., p ≥ 3) and we would like these derivatives to be at
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least second-order accurate (i.e., p ≥ 4). In general, as we increase p to improve
the accuracy of our approximations, we are also solving for higher derivative
terms that go unused. As such, if we use a given p value in (17), but strictly
only need a value of po to recover the derivatives we use in the discretisation,
we follow Belward et al. [30] and remove the unused m(p)−m(po) higher-order
derivative terms from our system. Rewriting (19) as
WH∗g∗ = Wf −WMz, (21)
gives H∗ ∈ Rr×m(po),M ∈ Rr×(m(p)−m(po)), z ∈ R(m(p)−m(po))×1 and hence
g∗ ∈ Rm(po)×1 only contains the information we explicitly use. We then perform
an orthogonal reduction (QR factorisation [32]) on WM, namely QTWM = T,
where QT ∈ Rr×r and T ∈ Rr×(m(p)−m(po)) is upper trapezoidal [23]. This al-
lows us to write (21) in terms of the unused higher-order derivatives by applying
QT on the left and hence,
QTWH∗g∗ = QTWf −Tz. (22)
The upper trapezoidal form of T allows us to discard the first (m(p) −m(po))
equations in (22) to obtain
Pg∗ = f∗. (23)
where now P ∈ R(r−(m(p)−m(po)))×m(po) and f∗ ∈ R(r−(m(p)−m(po)))×1. Again,
using a scaled version of P and hence S, the least-squares solution of (23)
Sgˆ∗ = min
g∗∈Rm(po)
||P˜g∗ − f∗||2, (24)
gives us our high-order derivative approximations ((23) will always be over-
determined), where now S ∈ Rm(po)×m(po). Belward et al. [30] showed that
the solution to this reduced system is identical to the solution of (19). The
benefit of this reduction is that the size of the least-squares problem we must
solve has been reduced and hence the solution can be computed more efficiently.
This is especially significant as (m(p) −m(po)) grows, which is the case when
we are computing higher order derivatives to high accuracy (and also as ND
increases). We compute the solution to (23) by performing a QR factorisation
and solving the resulting (determined) upper triangular system. Both P˜ and its
QR factorisation at every quadrature point can be precomputed (as they only
depend on the mesh), and hence g∗ can be obtained relatively cheaply.
To illustrate the algebra performed above, let us consider a specific example
with ND = 2, p = 4. For simplicity, we use the unscaled hk = (∆xk,∆yk)
T and
W = I in this example. Hence (19) becomes
1 ∆xs1 ∆ys1 . . .
∆xs1∆y
3
s1
6
∆y4s1
24
1 ∆xs2 ∆ys2 . . .
∆xs2∆y
3
s2
6
∆y4s2
24
...
...
...
...
...
...
1 ∆xsr ∆ysr . . .
∆xsr∆y
3
sr
6
∆y4sr
24


f(xqjk)
∂f
∂x (xqjk)
...
∂4f
∂y4 (xqjk)
 =

f(xs1)
f(xs2)
...
f(xsr)
 , (25)
where H ∈ Rr×15,g ∈ R15×1 and f ∈ Rr×1. If we wish to eliminate the fourth
derivatives from the system, we set po = 3, giving m(po) = 10, and the reduction
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(21) gives
M =

∆x4s1
24
∆x3s1∆ys1
6
∆x2s1∆y
2
s1
4
∆xs1∆y
3
s1
6
∆y4s1
24
∆x4s2
24
∆x3s2∆ys2
6
∆x2s2∆y
2
s2
4
∆xs2∆y
3
s2
6
∆y4s2
24
...
...
...
...
...
∆x4sr
24
∆x3sr∆ysr
6
∆x2sr∆y
2
sr
4
∆xsr∆y
3
sr
6
∆y4sr
24
 ; z =

∂4f
∂x4 (xqjk)
∂4f
∂x3y (xqjk)
...
∂4f
∂y4 (xqjk)
 ,
(26)
where M ∈ Rr×5 and z ∈ R5×1. After performing the orthogonal reduction
and removing the first m(p)−m(po) = 5 equations from (22), our smaller least-
square problem (23) now has dimensions of P ∈ R(r−5)×10,g∗ ∈ R10×1 and
f∗ ∈ R(r−5)×1.
4.1 Variational Boundary Condition
For quadrature points away from the boundaries of the domain, the method
described in Section 4 works well. However, near boundaries, we face challenges
in implementing the BCs. Namely, in a finite volume framework we impose
conditions directly on the boundary fluxes, and so it can be difficult to include
BCs that are not in this form. We face additional difficulties given the fourth-
order CH equation described in Section 2. For example, in one dimension using
planar coordinates, the CH flux (5) takes the form
jx = Dxx
([
2a˜c− 1
1− c
]
∂c
∂x
+ cK˜xx
∂3c
∂x3
)
, (27)
and on Γ, (9) and (10) reduce to
K˜xx
∂c
∂x
= 0; K˜xx
∂3c
∂x3
= 0. (28)
which, of course implies jx = 0 on Γ, but imposing jx = 0 on (27) does not
necessarily imply (28).
Burch [2] tackled this problem by substituting the VBC into the standard an-
alytic difference equations used to evaluate information at CV faces near bound-
aries. Any face whose spread includes a node point that lies on the boundary
must use these new difference equations. Quantities evaluated at these faces
therefore explicitly include the VBC and Burch [2] is then free to set a flux
condition at the boundary of the domain in the standard manner.
The difference equations given by Burch [2] can be derived analytically in
traditional ways; perhaps the easiest in this circumstance is to construct an
interpolating polynomials using the Newton divided difference form [33]. For
a face near a boundary in one-dimension, an extra row is added to the linear
system expressing that the derivative of the polynomial is zero at the bound-
ary. The resulting polynomial can then be evaluated/differentiated at CV faces.
We note this must be performed for all the quantities (c,∇c, . . . ) required at
every face that uses boundary node information. This is relatively simple in one-
dimension with a linear mesh, however in higher dimensions and with unstructed
grids this process become difficult. We also note that the difference equations
constructed by Burch [2] for mixed higher derivatives in two-dimensions are in-
correct (successive univariate approximation [33] cannot be applied near corners
when including the VBC).
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Cueto-Felgueroso and Peraire [21] use a cell-centred FVM to solve the CH
equation. They overcome the BC problem by creating extra node points on the
boundary of the domain (that would already exist in a vertex-centred approach)
whose function values are extrapolated from the BCs (similar to “ghost nodes”
[23]). These extra nodes are then included in the spread used to construct
the global MLS approximation in order to give “stronger enforcement of the
BCs”. As mentioned in Section 1, Cueto-Felgueroso and Peraire [21] evaluate
hyperbolic terms by using the global MLS approximation to calculate derivative
values at node points. Taylor series are then constructed (locally) over individual
CVs using this information. These series are then evaluated to compute values at
quadrature points on each CV (which makes it easier to apply limiting schemes
[24, 34]). Given that the global MLS approximation includes the BCs, and the
derivatives used to build the Taylor series are evaluated using this global MLS,
the hyperbolic terms should include the BCs, though to what degree is unclear.
The approach we take includes the VBC (9) explicitly in our (local) least-
squares approach (which, as we have seen in the previous section, is built using
Taylor series) at quadrature points near the boundary. In a general sense, BCs
are often included in least-squares approximations (see [29, 35] for example).
This is normally done when solving advection-diffusion problems in order to to
apply BCs that are not necessarily in “flux-form” (like (13)). These conditions
are included in the LS system at quadrature points that lie directly on a bound-
ary, which we will denote as xbqjk (e.g., xq2,1 in Fig. 1). We explicitly include
(9) in this manner by adding a single additional equation to (19), namely
nˆ ·
(
K˜∇f(xbqjk)
)
= 0. (29)
This equation is easily added to the linear system, as it is expressed directly at
the quadrature point, and (19) is already over-determined.
Only including (29) in our approximation, however, is not enough to ensure
enforcement of the VBC (9) for our 4th-order PDE (7). When constructing the
linear system for quadrature points near a boundary, we note that rb of the r
nodes used to build the linear system lie on Γ (the grey nodes in Fig. 1). We
denote one of these rb points as xb, and note that we must express the VBC
(9) at each of these boundary nodes, namely
nˆ ·
(
K˜∇f(xb)
)
= 0. (30)
We cannot, however, directly include (30) in our LS system like (29), as it does
not apply at the quadrature point. We therefore express (30) as a Taylor series
centred at the quadrature point of interest, which we denote as xq (which could
be either xqjk or x
b
qjk) and so we can write
nˆ ·
(
K˜∇f(xb)
)
≈
(
nˆ · (K˜∇)
)(p−1∑
d=0
1
d!
(hb · ∇)df(xq)
)
= 0, (31)
where hb = xb − xq. We are now free to include (31) in (19) for each of
the rb boundary points (taking care to use the scaled h˜b = hb/||hmax|| where
applicable for consistency). We note that this approach would still be applicable
if the VBC were non-homogeneous, and if surface effects [2] were included in
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(1). For the CH IBVP, we also include (10) in this manner. To illustrate the
above approach, let us consider the specific example where we are computing
information at the quadrature point xq2,1 in Fig. 1 and we include a single
boundary node in the least-squares system, say x4. Equation (30) reduces to
−∂f
∂x
= 0 at x4, (32)
which we can express using (31) as
−∂f
∂x
(x4) ≈ −
(
∂f
∂x
(xq2,1) + ∆x4
∂2f
∂x2
(xq2,1) + . . .+
∆y34
6
∂4f
∂y3∂x
(xq2,1)
)
= 0.
(33)
If we consider our example system (25), (19) now becomes
1 ∆x1 ∆y1 . . .
∆x1∆y
3
1
6
∆y41
24
1 ∆x2 ∆y2 . . .
∆x2∆y
3
2
6
∆y42
24
...
...
...
...
...
...
1 ∆xr ∆yr . . .
∆xr∆y
3
r
6
∆y4r
24
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 −1 0 ... −∆y346 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 0 −1 ... 0 0


f(xq2,1)
∂f
∂x (xq2,1)
...
∂4f
∂y4 (xq2,1)
 =

f(xs1)
f(xs2)
...
f(xsr)
...
0
...
0

, (34)
where H ∈ R(r+rb+1)×15 and f ∈ R(r+rb+1)×1. The first r rows in (34) still
express (17) for the spread of r node points that we choose to build the least-
square system. The next visible row includes (33) in the linear system, and
we note as mentioned above, extra rows (that express (31) like (33)) must be
included for each of the rb boundary node points used. The last row in (34)
implements (29), as xq2,1 lies on a boundary, specifically
−∂f
∂y
= 0, at xq2,1.
This final equation would not be included if we were estimating quantities, for
example, at xq1,1 in Fig. 1, though the rb equations representing (31) at each
boundary node point would be. Furthermore, we note that in this work, we solve
the equations given in Section 2 on a rectangular domain, and so at a corner
node (for example x1 in Fig. 1) we apply (31) in both the x and y directions
separately.
To solve the modified least-squares problems that occur near the boundaries
and of which (34) is a specific example, we use two approaches. The first
is known as equality-constrained least-squares [36], and involves removing the
boundary condition information from WH and instead writing these conditions
as the separate linear system
Bg = d, (35)
where B ∈ Rrt×m(p),d ∈ Rrt×1 and rt is the total number of boundary equations
we have applied (which depends on the position of the quadrature point, whether
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we have included a corner node, and the specific IBVP we are solving). We then
seek the least-squares solution to (19), but constrained such that (35) is satisfied
exactly, or
Sgˆ = min
B˜g=d
||W˜H˜g − W˜f ||2. (36)
In solving this constrained system, we do not apply the reduction described by
(21), instead we retain the m(p)−m(po) higher order terms in the system and
apply the nullspace method, which uses a QR factorisation (see [36, 37] for de-
tails) to solve the complete higher-order system in (36). The constrained system
is only solved at the (small number of) quadrature points near the boundary,
and hence the added cost from solving the full system is not great.
The second approach we use notes that the solution to (36) can be approxi-
mated [36] by leaving the rt boundary equations in W˜H˜ and applying a large
weighting to these equations. The boundary constraints in (35) are already
weighted by ||h˜b||−γ , so we multiply this weighting by a constant λ. For large
λ, the solution of this weighted least-squares problem approximates the solution
given by the nullspace method (as long as the size of λ does not significantly
affect the conditioning of W˜H˜). The benefit of this weighted approach is that
it enables us to easily use the reduction in (21).
The numerical approach introduced in this section for the application of
non-standard BCs in the solution of higher-order PDEs shares similarities with
that used in immersed (or embedded) boundary methods (see [38] for a recent
review), where BCs must be imposed on the boundary of a domain that does
not lie on grid lines. Often, an interpolating function that includes the BC
is used to approximate values near a boundary [39, 40]; our need to impose
boundary conditions in this fashion results from a 4th order PDE, as opposed
to a nonbody conformal boundary, though our approach could most likely be
used in that context.
4.2 Test functions
Theoretical error bounds for estimating gradients using the weighted least-
square approach are given in Turner et al. [31], and both Belward et al. [30]
and Turner et al. [31] provide numerical evidence of second order accuracy in
estimating first derivatives for a series of test functions on unstructured grids. In
order to confirm the accuracy of our method for computing up to third deriva-
tives with the VBC (9) included, we tested the derivative estimation on two
simple test functions in one-dimension, namely
f(x) = sin(x) x ∈ [−10, 10], (37)
f(x) = 0.1 + 0.8 exp(−x2) x ∈ [−10, 10]. (38)
Here, (38) is the initial condition that we apply in Section 5 and was used by
Singh et al. [1] in their work on the CHR IBVP. We tested the least-squares
approach described in Section 4 on (37) and as (38) (numerically) satisfies (9)
on the boundaries of the test domain, it provides a convenient way to test the
addition of the VBC described in Section 4.1. We impose a linear mesh on the
one-dimensional domain, and used the weighted least-squares approach (with
boundary weighting λ = 10 for (38)) to calculate the value of f(x) and up to
third derivatives at the CV faces half-way between each node. As we require
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Figure 2: Relative error of approximations versus the maximum distance be-
tween a face and the node points used to construct the linear system. Solid
lines are least-squares fit to the numerical results and are used to determine the
order of each approximation. +: c, ×: ∂c/∂x, 2: ∂2c/∂x2, #: ∂3c/∂x3
third derivative terms, we set po = 3 and to ensure these derivatives are second
order accurate, we let p = 4. We also assign r = 6, so that the nearest six node
points are used to build the linear system (m(p) = 4 in this case). We computed
the relative error for f and its derivatives as the grid spacing decreases, and for
example, the error in f is measured by
Rel. Error =
||fexact − fapprox||∞
||fexact||∞ .
The results of this test are shown in Fig. 2, with Fig. 2a being a plot of the
error for (37) and Fig. 2b being the same, but for (38). We see that in Fig. 2a
the relative error in the approximations is decreasing at the expected rate; the
5th order convergence for c aligns with p = 4 and po = 3 (as the elimination of
the fourth derivatives should push the remainder term in the Taylor series to
5th order). Each of the higher-order derivative terms lose an order of accuracy,
and we see that upon reaching the third derivative our approximation is second
order, as desired.
Similar results are shown in Fig. 2b, where the VBC is included at faces
near the boundary. We note that both the weighted and equality-constrained
least-squares approaches described in Section 4.1 produce identical results for
this test. We again see that the third derivatives are approximated to second
order. Given these results, we now proceed to investigate the solution of the
CH and CHR IBVPs using the least-squares method described above.
5 Results
The results presented in this section were computed in C++ and the Intel
Compiler (Version 12.0.3.174) was used to compile the code on an Intel Xeon
X5650 processor (64-bit with 6 cores running at 2.66 GHz) with the optimisation
level set at -O3 and the compiler flag “fp-mode strict”.
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Figure 3: CH IBVP solution computed in one dimension (x ∈ [−10, 10]) with 150
nodes using equality-constrained least-squares. Relative and absolute tolerances
were set at 1× 10-6. Ω˜m = 5, K˜ = I, D = I.
We used the SPQR package in SuiteSparse [41] to perform QR factorisations
and used the Intel MKL (BLAS, LAPACK and VML) whenever possible. No
direct effort was made to parallelise the software produced, however both the
SuiteSparse package and the Intel MKL are heavily multi-threaded.
The coupled set of ODEs (in time) generated by the FVM discretisation were
solved using the IDA module from Sundials [42]. IDA provides adaptive time
stepping with error control using a backward differentiation formula (BDF) (of
up to order 5). There have been a number of papers in the literature exploring
various time-stepping schemes for the CH equation (see [43, 44, 45, 21] for
example), most based on the work of Eyre [27] who showed that unconditionally
gradient-stable time-stepping is possible. Here, we are primarily concerned with
the spatial discretisation of the CH and CHR equations and as such we do
not examine the efficiency of the time-stepping scheme. We set IDA to use
a maximum of 2nd order time-stepping to ensure that the numerical solution
remains gradient-stable. We also use the sign of dG˜/dt as a recoverable error,
which forces IDA to use smaller (order and size) time-steps if gradient-stability
is violated.
As mentioned above, we impose a linear, orthogonal mesh in both one and
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two dimensions. This mesh is imposed to increase the computational efficiency
of our solution, as it allows us to estimate information at most of the faces
by solving a single least-squares problem with multiple RHS vectors. Such
an approach is motivated by our case study, in that our application of CHR
dynamics to LiFePO4 requires efficient solutions on regular domains. As we have
emphasised throughout this work however, the least-square technique discussed
in Section 4 can be used without modification on unstructured grids. With
efficiency in mind, we also set quadrature points in our discretisation to lie at
the midpoint of CV faces, which results in (16) being second-order. Higher-order
approximations to the line integral in (15) rapidly become more costly as the
number of quadrature points on a CV face grows, since a least-square problem
must be solved at each of these.
A minimum value of p = 4 and po = 3 was used throughout the simulations
presented to ensure that our third-derivative approximations stay second-order
(unless otherwise noted). We set γ = −2, λ = 10, and note that this weight-
ing significantly affects the conditioning of WH. This weighting becomes par-
ticularly important when solving the CHR IBVP because numerical errors in
derivative approximations are exacerbated by the exponential form of the BC
(13). In an attempt to minimise this numerical error, we also investigated us-
ing a truncated SVD decomposition to construct a pseudo-inverse [32] (pinv
in matlab) in order to solve the least-squares problem. The results of those
tests are not shown here, as the pseudo-inverse did not perform as well as the
weighted approach (this is to be expected, as pseudo-inverses are notoriously
unstable numerically [32] and no great effort was made to investigate different
truncation values). We also set K˜ = D = I and note that for LiFePO4 , these
tensors would be highly anisotropic. As such, the results presented are not
strictly representative of Li+ intercalation in LiFePO4 . We chose to keep the
tensors symmetric as again, the exponential form of the BC (13) exacerbates
any numerical error and if care is not taken at the boundaries, particularly for
the CHR IBVP, asymmetric behaviour results. The results shown below are
perfectly symmetric about the centre of the domain, but if any asymmetry were
present, this would be obscured by anisotropic tensors.
When solving the CHR IBVP we require the value of the chemical potential
µ˜ at node points on the boundaries. This is given by a suitably scaled version
of (4). Furthermore, we note that, given our vertex-centred approach, the only
unknown quantity in (4) is the Laplacian of c. We use the least-squares method
described above to approximate this value, whereby the boundary conditions are
implemented in the same manner as in Section 4.1 for a quadrature point that
lies on the boundary. When estimating the Laplacian at one of these boundary
node points, a Taylor series approximation (17) is not required to express the
node value at this point, as it can be expressed directly in the linear system.
We set the weighting at this point to be equal to the weighting at the nearest
neighbour multiplied by 100 (as hk = hb = 0).
In one-dimension, we use a spread of the nearest 6 points to construct the
linear system, while in two-dimensions we use the nearest 30 points. A careful
balance is required when choosing the spread of points to include. Enough node
points must be used to accurately estimate the information required, however
node points that are far from the quadrature point contribute significantly to
the singular nature of H, especially as p increases (the smallest singular value
of H appears as a denominator in the error bound presented by [31]).
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Figure 4: Convergence rates (with respect to a reference solution) for the 1D
CH IBVP vs the maximum distance between a face and the node points used
to construct the linear system. Relative and absolute tolerances were reduced
to 1 × 10-12. Closed shapes (2, #) use equality-constrained least-squares near
boundaries, open shapes (+, ×) use weighted least-squares. Solid lines are least-
squared fit to the weighted least-square results to determine the order of each
approximation. +, 2: p = 4, po = 3, ×, #: p = 5, po = 4.
The Jacobian resulting from this spread is naturally banded, and so we use
the globally convergent, banded Newton solver in IDA to solve the nonlinear
system. Overall, computing the numerical solution to the CH and CHR IBVPs
takes a few seconds in one dimension, and several hours in two dimensions, with
moderate tolerances.
5.1 One-dimensional results
5.1.1 CH IBVP
Fig. 3 shows the results from solving the CH IBVP with 150 node points using
the equality-constrained, least-squares method. Fig. 3a shows the dimensionless
concentration profile through time. We can see that the solution evolves from
the symmetric initial condition (8) to form a narrow band of phase separated
material that is symmetric about x = 0. The solution at t = 179.6s represents
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the steady state of the problem, in which the material has phase separated as
much as possible. Fig. 3b shows the absolute value of the relative mass balance
error, which is computed by
|RMBE| = |M(0)−M(t)||M(0)| .
The mass is computed numerically by using the trapezoid rule to evaluate the
integral in (11). We can see that the mass balance error is very close to machine
precision throughout the entire simulation; this confirms that our numerical
method is conservative, as is expected when using the FVM. We are aware
of only one numerical paper for the CH equation that approaches (or shows
evidence of) this level of conservation [17]. In contrast, papers on “conservative”
finite difference schemes for the CH equation often plot the total mass in the
system with very large axis scalings, obscuring the degree to which these schemes
conserve [14, 46, 15].
The other physical condition our numerical scheme should satisfy is that
of gradient stability, given by (12). Fig. 3c plots the change in free energy
over time, dG˜/dt, and we see that G˜(t) is always decreasing throughout the
simulation. We note that at no point in Fig. 3c does dG˜/dt become positive,
although the rate of decrease in the free energy slows towards the end of the
solution (and approaches zero while still remaining negative) as the material
phase separates and reaches equilibrium. Normally, papers in the literature plot
the value of G˜(t), as opposed to dG˜/dt. We chose to plot the rate of change as
it is obvious when dG˜/dt changes sign. Unless the authors explicitly note that
their solutions do not stay strictly gradient stable (like Cueto-Felgueroso and
Peraire [21]), small increases in free energy are not always evident in a plot of
G˜(t).
Finally, Fig. 3d shows the size of the time-steps taken. The adaptive time-
stepping of IDA is clearly evident, as the size of the time-step increases over
7 orders of magnitude throughout the simulation. Again, as mentioned pre-
viously in Section 5, the objective of this paper is not to investigate different
time-stepping schemes, and we acknowledge that there are schemes that achieve
solutions using a smaller number of time-steps than the 550 shown in Fig. 3d
(for example [21]).
Now that we have shown that the numerical solution satisfies the relevant
physical conditions, we turn to Fig. 4 which shows the convergence rates of the
our scheme. Specifically, Fig. 4a plots the relative error of the solution as the
grid spacing decreases. We measure the relative error by
Rel. Error =
||crep − capprox||∞
||crep||∞ ,
where the representative solution crep is computed with the equality-constrained
least-squares method on a linear mesh with 1000 node points, relative and ab-
solute tolerances set to 1 × 10-12, p = 5 and po = 4. Node points at the same
spatial coordinate in the representative solution are then used in the error calcu-
lation. We also tested linearly interpolating the representative solution onto the
courser mesh and found that the greatest error always occurs at the boundaries
of the domain, and so both methods produce the same error. In Section 4.2, we
verified that setting p = 4, po = 3 produces second-order accurate third deriva-
tives, and so we expect the numerical solution to the CH equation should be at
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Figure 5: CHR IBVP solution computed in one dimension (x ∈ [−10, 10]) with
150 nodes using equality-constrained least-squares. Relative and absolute tol-
erances were set at 1× 10-6. Ω˜m = 5, K˜ = I, D = I, ρsRins/ρ = 1, µ˜e = 0.5.
least-second order accurate. We see, however in Fig. 4a that the solution is con-
verging at a third order rate. We also computed the error for the higher-order
case, with p = 5, po = 4 and we note this solution is approximately fourth-order.
Fig. 4a also shows that the solutions produced by the equality-constrained and
weighted least-square methods are identical and converging at the same rates.
Importantly, Fig. 4b and 4c show the degree to which the numerical solution
satisfies the BCs. Fig. 4b plots the value of the gradient at the left boundary,
which was measured using a simple sixth order difference equation [47], while
Fig. 4c plots the third derivative at the same boundary, measured using a second
order difference equation [47]. We only plot the values at the left boundary as
they are identical to the values on the right boundary, given the symmetric
initial condition. In a general sense, how well the BCs are satisfied depends on
the grid spacing, as we are including the BCs in the least-square problem using
a Taylor series centred away from the boundary.
In Fig. 4b we see that, for the p = 4 case, we satisfy ∂c/∂x = 0 to
approximately fourth order for the weighted least-squares (the fit lines for
equality-constrained are not shown, they give very similar rates of convergence).
The equality-constrained and weighted least-squares approximations also give
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Figure 6: Convergence rates (to a reference solution) for the 1D CHR equation
vs the maximum distance between a face and the node points used to construct
the linear system. Relative and absolute tolerances were reduced to 1 × 10-12.
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slightly different values as the grid spacing becomes small (near 600 nodes).
This is also the case for p = 5, where we see that the weighted least-squares
method converges at a rate of around 3. The equality-constrained least-squares
however, performs better in this circumstance.
The behaviour shown in Fig. 4b, where the satisfaction of the BC begins to
vary as the grid spacing decreases is due to the singular nature of the problem
as both p increases and the grid spacing decreases. An example of this singular
behaviour can be observed by computing the condition number of the unscaled
WH (with boundary conditions included as per the weighted least-squares).
With 150 node points and p = 4 the condition number is 6.67 × 104, whereas
for p = 5, it increases to 1.17 × 106. This shows that the system becomes
increasingly ill-conditioned at higher orders. This is also true as the number of
node points increases, as we would be expect. We should note that the condition
number of the scaled matrix W˜H˜ doesn’t change with grid spacing, however we
are still solving an equivalent system and simply applying S after the solve in
an attempt to overcome some of these conditioning issues.
Fig. 4c shows that ∂3c/∂x3 = 0 is satisfied to slightly over third order for
p = 4 and second order for p = 5 (though the second-order difference equation
used to measure the third derivative may be masking a slightly higher-order con-
vergence rate). Again, as the grid spacing becomes small (near 900 nodes), we
see the data points become slightly erratic, though it appears that the weighted
least-squares performs better than the equality-constrained in this case.
In summary, it appears that for the CH IBVP, our numerical method per-
forms well for low to moderate grid spacing (up to approximately 600 nodes),
in that it satisfies all of the relevant physical conditions (such as mass conserva-
tion and gradient stability), along with implementing the BCs in a high-order
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manner. We now investigate the solution to the CHR IBVP.
5.1.2 CHR IBVP
Fig. 5 shows the results from solving the CHR IBVP with 150 node points
using the equality-constrained least-squares method. We can see in Fig. 5a
that initially (up to t = 266s), the solution profile phase-separates in a similar
manner to the no-flux case (though the removal of the condition on the third
derivative means a small hump forms at x = ±6 before fully phase-separating).
A travelling wave then forms and moves through the domain, before impacting
the boundaries, and filling to a uniform concentration. Interestingly, Fig. 5b
shows that the total mass of the system decreases initially (the 500th time-
step corresponds to t ≈ 266s), before increasing for the rest of the simulation.
The behaviour of the CHR IBVP is extremely complex; this deintercalation for
example, is driven by the form of (13). The chemical potential at the boundaries
of the solid µ, must be greater than the external chemical potential µe to drive
flux into the solid.
Burch [2] notes that unlike the CH equation there is no analytic proof that
the solution to the CHR IBVP should remain gradient-stable. However, our
numerical evidence seems to suggest that under normal circumstances, with
the initial condition we used, the CHR IBVP does indeed remains gradient-
stable, as is evident in Fig. 5c. This figure shows that the free-energy is always
decreasing, though between time-steps 500 through 1500 (which corresponds to
the existence of the travelling wave), the free energy is decreasing very slowly,
at a rate of approximately −10−4. Once the concentration wave reaches the
boundaries of the domain, the free energy can be decreased significantly (see
time step 1750 in Fig. 5c) by raising the concentrations at the boundary, before
the simulation ends.
A greater number of time-steps are required when solving the CHR IBVP
compared to the CH IBVP, as shown in Fig. 5d. Again, the adaptive time-
stepping is extremely useful, especially when the travelling wave is propogating.
The size of the time-step taken during this period is around 101, before reducing
as the concentration wave approaches the boundary.
Fig. 6 shows the convergence of the numerical solution for the CHR IBVP
(the relative error is measured in the same manner as the CH IBVP in Section
5.1.1). In Fig. 6a, we can see the rate of convergence is significantly lower when
compared to the CH IBVP; the only solution that converges above second order
is the equality-constrained case with p = 5, po = 4. In general, we can see
that the equality-constrained method outperforms the weighted least-squares.
Fig. 6b shows the value of the first derivative at the left-hand boundary (again
the RHS is identical). We can see that all of the solution methods employed
satisfy ∂c/∂x = 0 to an order of approximately 1.6.
As we can see, the CHR IBVP is much more difficult to solve than the CH
IBVP. Fig. 7 shows the concentration profile at the boundary over time (com-
puted with equality-constrained least-squares with p = 5, po = 4). We can see
that compared to the reference solution, the 150 node case raises the bound-
ary concentration slightly slower (the time span between step 3000 to 3500 is
quite small, around t ≈ 20s). Initially, we were concerned that this was due
to the coarse solution incorrectly capturing the travelling wave seen in Fig. 5a.
This however, was not the case; the coarse solution matched the reference so-
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lution very well. The exponential terms in the flux BC appears to exacerbate
any small numerical errors in the estimate of the Laplacian at the boundary,
and hence the value of t that corresponds to the concentration wave hitting
the boundary. Due to the large miscibility gap between the phases (i.e., the
concentration difference between the phases), this causes large relative errors,
as shown in Fig. 6a. As such, we note that high order approximations should
be used near the boundaries whenever possible. We found that computing the
Laplacians at the boundary with p = 5, po = 4 while using p = 4, po = 3 for
interior faces performed very similarly when compared to using the higher-order
approximation throughout the domain.
We should also note that in Fig. 6, for simulations that use greater than
approximately 300 nodes with the equality-constrained least-squares, and for
all simulations using weighted least-squares, the recoverable error condition for
IDA had to be disabled to ensure convergence. This results in a small num-
ber of time-steps violating gradient-stability. Fig. 8 shows an example of this
behaviour, where 79 time-steps violate strict gradient-stability and these have
been highlighted. The values of dG˜/dt at these time steps are in fact quite
small, the largest that occurs is dG˜/dt = 1.11. Nonetheless, it appears that the
best method to solve the CHR problem is to use a high-order approximation
at the boundaries, coupled with a small to moderate number of node points to
ensure an accurate, strictly gradient-stable solution. As noted above, there is
no guarantee that the solution to the CHR IBVP will remain gradient-stable.
The dependence of gradient-stability on mesh spacing and solution methodol-
ogy (along with the resulting small violation) shown in Fig. 8, however, seem to
suggest that numerical errors inherent in the discretisation are causing this be-
haviour, rather than the intrinsic behaviour of the CHR IBVP causing a large,
positive increase in dG˜/dt, given our initial condition.
5.2 Two-dimensional results
We were unable to compute a “reference” solution for the two-dimensional CH
and CHR IBVPs, due to the substantial increase in runtime given the large
number of nodes and small tolerances required. As such, the following section
does not include plots that show evidence of the convergence of the numerical
methods in two-dimensions. We did, however, compute the values of the deriva-
tives nˆ · (K˜∇c) and nˆ · (∇(∇· (K˜∇c))) at x = −10 across y (which are identical
to the values on other boundaries given the symmetry in our domain and IC),
in order to verify our solutions satisfy the BCs. The maximum absolute value of
these derivatives are tabulated in Table 1. Also, given the results in the previous
section, all the solutions shown in this section were computed using p = 5 and
po = 4.
5.2.1 CH IBVP
Fig. 9 and 10 show the results from solving the CH IBVP in two dimensions,
with 150×150 node points using the equality-constrained least-squares method.
There is, however, one key difference in the solution methodology when com-
pared with Section 5.1. When solving the least-squares problem described in
Section 4 with the equality-constrained method, the number of boundary equa-
tions we apply, rt, is greater than m(p). This is because we include both the
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No. of Nodes ||hmax|| nˆ · (K˜∇c) nˆ · (∇(∇ · (K˜∇c))) nˆ · (K˜∇c) nˆ · (∇(∇ · (K˜∇c)))
CH IBVP Weighted Equality
75× 75 0.8653 1.43 × 10-5 1.31 × 10-3 1.46 × 10-5 1.25 × 10-3
100× 100 0.6468 5.92 × 10-6 8.97 × 10-4 5.98 × 10-6 1.2 × 10-3
125× 125 0.5164 3.15 × 10-6 7.53 × 10-4 3.21 × 10-6 1.6 × 10-3
150× 150 0.4297 1.83 × 10-6 6.22 × 10-4 2.42 × 10-6 2.0 × 10-3
Order 2.92 1.04 2.62 -0.69
CHR IBVP Weighted Equality
100× 100 0.6468 6.6 × 10-2 - 7.9 × 10-2 -
125× 125 0.5164 4.5 × 10-2 - 5.4 × 10-2 -
150× 150 0.4297 2.9 × 10-2 - 3.9 × 10-2 -
Order 2 - 1.73 -
Table 1: Maximum absolute value of the derivatives on the x = −10 boundary
across y for the CH and CHR IBVPs in two-dimensions, with p = 5 and po = 4.
Runtime constrains meant we could not run enough test cases to justify a plot
like Fig. 6b.
VBC (9) and (10) in the least-squares problem for the CH IBVP. We cannot,
therefore, use the nullspace method to solve the constrained system (36), as
it involves partitioning the QR factorisation of WH into two matrices of size
rt ×m(p) and m(p) − rt ×m(p). As such, when solving the CH IBVP in two-
dimensions with the equality-constrained method, we only constrain the least-
squares system to satisfy the VBC (9), rather than both (9) and (10). This
problem does not occur when using the weighted least-squares method, and
there was no visible difference in the solutions when comparing this modified
equality-constrained method with the weighted least-squares method.
Fig. 9 shows that the solution behaves in a similar manner to the one-
dimensional solution shown in Fig. 3a. The symmetric initial condition again
evolves to a steady state at t = 180s where the material has phase separated
as much as possible. The numerical solution conserves mass to near machine
precision and remains strictly gradient stable, as shown in Fig. 10a and 10b.
Fig. 10c plots the size of the time-step taken with time and we can see that
the adaptive time-stepping scheme increases the size of the step throughout the
simulation. We also note that it takes approximately 50 more time steps than
the one-dimensional simulation (see Fig. 3d) in order to reach a steady state.
In terms of satisfying the BCs, Table 1 shows that for the CH IBVP solved
using the weighted least-squares method, (9) is satisfied to approximately third
order. The condition (10) however, is only satisfied to first order. The equality-
constrained method performs even worse, with the VBC (9) being satisfied to
below third order and the maximum absolute value of the derivatives in (10)
increase with decreasing grid spacing. This is due to our inability to include
(10) in the least-squares system when using the equality-constrained method,
as described above. The solution produced does not visibly change, but these
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results suggest that the weighted least-squares method should be used to solve
the CH IBVP in two-dimensions to ensure both BCs are satisfied as the grid
spacing decreases.
5.2.2 CHR IBVP
The solution to the CHR IBVP is shown at several time points in Fig. 11,
with associated statistics shown in Fig. 12. Like the one-dimensional solution
shown in Fig. 5a, the solution profile phase-separates as much as possible, up
to t = 807.7s. We can see in Fig. 12a that this process is associated with a loss
of mass (t = 807.7s roughly corresponds to time step 500). Mass then begins
to enter the system, and a travelling wave spreads from the circular phase-
separated region in the centre of the domain, towards the boundaries. This
travelling wave propagates from t = 807.7s through to approximately t = 5660s,
which corresponds to time steps 500 through 1500. The phase-separated region
then impacts the boundaries of the domains around t = 5679.6s, and the rest
of the domain is completely phase-separated a short time later at t = 5708.1s.
This small time period between t = 5679.6s and t = 5708.1s is responsible for
increasing the total proportion of mass in the system from 0.6 to 1, as shown in
Fig. 12c.
The movement of the travelling wave occupies the majority of the simula-
tion time, and the adaptive time-stepping takes large time-steps during this
period, as shown in Fig. 12c. Interestingly, Fig. 12b shows us that many of the
time-steps taken during the simulation violate strict gradient-stability. Indeed,
it appears that the majority of these steps occur when the travelling wave is
moving (between steps 500-1500). In the one-dimensional solutions, this is the
period when the value of dG˜/dt is extremely small (though still negative). The
largest positive value of dG˜/dt that occurs in Fig. 12b during this process is 2.98,
which is small given the larger scale of dG˜/dt in the two-dimensional simulation
when compared with the one-dimensional (-22500 in Fig. 12b compared with
-100 in Fig. 5c). Given the large time-steps taken during the wave propagation
and the observed violation of gradient-stability, we restricted the maximum size
of the time-step IDA takes to 100. Unfortunately this made no difference to
the gradient stability of the solution, though it did increase the runtime of the
problem considerably. As such, we believe that this behaviour is most likely
related to that seen in Fig. 8, where an increase in the number of nodes saw
a gradient-stable solution (Fig. 5c) become one that violates gradient stability.
In two-dimensions, the least-squares matrix H is more singular than its one-
dimensional equivalent, and any significant decrease in the number of nodes
(75× 75 for example) in an attempt to ameliorate this behaviour results in the
solution not converging. The recoverable error described in Section 5 also had
to be disabled to ensure the solutions to the two-dimensional CHR IBVP shown
in Fig. 11 converged. Unfortunately, we were unable to find any combination of
grid spacing, time-step restrictions, p and po value, recoverable error criteria, or
least-squares solution methodology to give a perfectly gradient-stable solution
to the two-dimensional CHR IBVP.
Table 1 shows that the weighted least-squares method satisfies the VBC (9)
to second order when solving the CHR IBVP in two-dimensions, compared with
slightly below second order for the equality-constrained method. Given that
our discretisation in two-dimensions should be second-order, the weighted least-
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squares method should be used to solve the CHR IBVP to ensure the VBC (9)
is satisfied to the same order.
6 Conclusions
The least-squares method presented above for solving the CH and CHR IBVPs
performs well in both one and two-dimensions. The problem of applying mul-
tiple BCs with a fourth-order PDE is handled by incorporating the variational
BC into the least-squares system that is used to evaluate information at CV
faces.
For the CH IBVP in one-dimension, up to fourth-order convergence is re-
ported, using either a weighted or equality-constrained least-squares method.
The solutions produced are gradient-stable and satisfy mass conservation laws
to near machine precision. Using no more than 600 node points on a linear grid
ensures that the BCs are applied in a high-order manner. The CHR IBVP in
one dimension, however, requires the use of high-order Taylor series in the least-
squares system, solved using the equality-constrained method to ensure greater
than second-order convergence is maintained. Satisfying strict gradient-stability
however, requires balancing the conditioning of the least-squares system with
the high-order Taylor series required and hence less than 400 node-points with
lower-order Taylor approximations should be used.
As might be expected, the two-dimensional IBVPs were more difficult to
solve numerically. The solution to the CH IBVP remains gradient stable while
satisfying mass conservation laws, whereas no solution to the CHR IBVP could
be found that remains strictly gradient-stable. The exponential form of the
BCs in the CHR IBVP increase the stiffness of the problem considerably when
compared to the CH IBVP, making the gradient-stable solution a challenge to
compute. Also, the weighted least-squares methods should be used in two-
dimensions, in order to satisfy the BCs sufficiently.
In general, given the lack of an analytic proof that the CHR IBVP should
remain gradient-stable, we do not expect our numerical solution to always satisfy
this constraint. Our numerical results however, seem to suggest that the initial
condition tested in this work could represent an excellent test case for the CHR
IBVP, possibly admitting gradient-stable solutions. Indeed, the CHR IBVP
represents a test for discretisation schemes that are currently used to solve the
CH IBVP, as our scheme conserves and is perfectly gradient-stability in one
and two dimensions for the CH IBVP, but fails for the CHR IBVP in two-
dimensions. Given the extensive literature on numerical solutions of the CH
IBVP and the comparative lack on the CHR IBVP, we believe this offers an
exciting opportunity to not only test discretisation methods like this work, but
time-stepping schemes on the more difficult CHR IBVP.
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Figure 7: Concentration at x = −10
over time. The solid line is from the
reference solution (computed with 1000
nodes), the dotted line uses 150 nodes.
The reference solution has been linearly
interpolated to be at the same time
points as the coarser solution.
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Figure 8: Free energy over time with
400 nodes using equality-constrained
least-squares with p = 5, po = 4
and the recoverable error disabled.
There are 79 time steps that vio-
late gradient-stability and these have
been highlighted in red.
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Figure 9: CH IBVP solution computed in two dimensions (x, y ∈ [−10, 10]) with
150 × 150 nodes using equality-constrained least-squares. Relative and absolute
tolerances were set at 1× 10-6. Ω˜m = 5, K˜ = I, D = I, p = 5, po = 4.
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Figure 10: CH IBVP solution statistics for the simulation shown in Fig. 9.
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Figure 11: CHR IBVP solution computed in two dimension (x, y ∈ [−10, 10])
with 150 × 150 nodes using equality-constrained least-squares. Relative and
absolute tolerances were set at 1× 10-6. Ω˜m = 5, K˜ = I, D = I, ρsRins/ρ = 1,
µ˜e = 0.5, p = 5, po = 4.
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(b) Change in free energy over time.
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gradient-stability and these have been
highlighted in red.
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Figure 12: CHR IBVP solution statistics for the simulation shown in Fig. 11.
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